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ORIGINAL REPORT
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concentrated nickel alloys
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ABSTRACT
Wedevelop a newmethod using binary collision approximation simulating the Rutherford backscat-
tering spectrometry in channeling conditions (RBS/C) frommolecular dynamics atom coordinates of
irradiated cells. The approach allows comparing experimental and simulated RBS/C signals as a func-
tion of depth without fitting parameters. The simulated RBS/C spectra of irradiated Ni and concen-
trated solid solution alloys (CSAs, NiFe and NiCoCr) show a good agreement with the experimental
results. The good agreement indicates the damage evolution under damage overlap conditions in
Ni and CSAs at room temperature is dominated by defect recombination and migration induced by
irradiation rather than activated thermally.

IMPACT STATEMENT

• A newmethod simulating the Rutherford backscattering Spectrometry in channeling conditions
(RBS/C) was proposed.

• The RBS/C simulations reveal that the radiation damage buildup in Ni, NiFe and NiCoCr was
dominated by athermal defect reactions.
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In recent years, strong attention has been paid to a
new class of materials known as high entropy alloys
[1–3] and concentrated solid solution alloys (CSAs) [4,5].
Enhanced mechanical strength [1,3,6,7], thermal stabil-
ity [8–10], excellent corrosion and wear resistance [3]
make thesematerials very attractive formany demanding
applications. Different from traditional alloys, consist-
ing of one principal element and other elements being
alloyed at much lower concentrations, the CSAs con-
tain roughly equal atomic concentrations of multiple
elements in a simple single crystalline phase. Recently,
these alloys were proposed as potential candidates [11]
for the next-generation nuclear power plant components
due to not only good mechanical properties [1,3], but
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also stronger resistance to radiation damage [4,11,12].
Being exposed to neutron irradiation for a prolonged
period of time, nuclear materials are expected to tolerate
relatively high concentrations of radiation defects. The
mechanisms of how radiation damage builds up in CSAs
are of a great interest for nuclear material scientists.

Investigation of localized structural modifications
in crystals is frequently done by using Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry in channeling directions
(RBS/C). This is a powerful tool to analyze the struc-
tural defects in few-micrometer surface layers [13].
In past decades, the RBS/C technique has proven to
be extremely valuable for studying radiation dam-
age in crystalline materials induced by ion irradiation

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group.
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[14–17]. Interpretation of experimental RBS/C spec-
tra is not, however, straightforward, and understanding
of atomic structures underlying the RBS/C signals is
still a challenge. After many researchers’ endeavor, var-
ious methods, such as iterative procedures [13,18–20],
improved iterative procedures [21], Monte Carlo simula-
tions [22–24], and other methods [25], were developed
to extract the depth profiles of radiation damage from
experimental RBS/C spectra. Most of these methods uti-
lize fitting techniques, which use the RBS/C spectra to
adjust the amount of pre-assumed defects induced by
ion irradiation and distributed in reasonable depth pro-
files. However, none of these methods are able to pro-
vide a detailed insight of the actual damage. This can
be achieved via simulations of RBS/C spectra directly
from an atomic structure, which can be obtained in inde-
pendent simulations of radiation damage buildup [26].
Comparison of the simulated and experimental RBS/C
spectra from the samples irradiated to similar conditions
in simulation and experiment can reveal the detailed
information not only on atomic structures of the damage,
but also on themechanisms of how this damage builds up.
This can enable an accurate analysis of enhanced prop-
erties of new materials and their reliable performance in
extreme environment.

The experimental RBS/C spectra [11,12] of pure
Ni and the CSAs, such as NiFe and NiCoCr, which
retain completely random atomic arrangement in a well-
defined face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure [27]
similar to Ni, showed that the CSAs have stronger resis-
tance to radiation damage induced by 1.5MeV Ni+ than
pure Ni. However, the atomistic structure of the damage
produced in thesematerialswas studied in [11] only qual-
itatively, since the RBS/C spectra cannot reveal details of
defect structures.

In this Letter, bymeans of the RBSADEC code [26], we
develop a formalism to simulate, without any fitting to
experiments, the RBS/C spectra from atomistic models
of the same materials (Ni, NiFe and NiCoCr), irradi-
ated in identical conditions as in experiments [11]. The
RBSADEC code is fitting parameter free and is based
on the combination of molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations and binary collision approximation (BCA) algo-
rithms. More detail of the code can be found in [26].
In our approach, we form a depth-dependent atom-
istic damage model corresponding to the experimental
nuclear deposited energy profile. Comparing our spec-
tra to the experimental ones from [11], we observe very
good agreement, which allows for detailed analysis of the
atomic structure of defects contributing to the RBS/C
spectra. Our simulation method can be extended to any
crystal structure, which makes it versatile for analyzing
defect structures in materials as a function of depth.

Due to limitations of computer capacity, the size of
MD simulation cells (< 100 nm), is much smaller than
the size of a sample in RBS/Cmeasurements or even ion-
irradiated depth, which for a few MeV ions can reach a
micrometer depth. The nuclear energy deposition is the
process of energy transfer from the incident ion to the
atoms in cascades during the slowing down of ions in the
material. The collisions within atomic cascades displace
the atoms from their lattice sites, producing point and
extended defects in the structures. The nuclear energy
deposition distributions are not uniform along the depth
but follow roughly a peak shape with the maximum at
the depth, where the density of cascades is the high-
est. All this must be taken into account in the process
of preparation of the simulation cell to obtain realistic
RBS/C spectra, which can be compared directly to the
experimental ones.

We prepared the simulation cells for our RBS/C simu-
lations according to the following new procedure. At first
we estimated the depth distribution of nuclear energy
deposited by the 1.5MeVNi+ ions with the fluence 2.0 ×
1014 cm−2 in Ni. Since the atomic masses of different
components in the studied CSAs are very close to Ni,
the same nuclear energy deposition depth profile can
be used for all three materials. The calculation was car-
ried out with the MDRANGE code [28–35], which takes
the multi-body interaction between ions and atoms into
account to simulate the slowing down of energetic ions
inside materials.

After that, we performed MD simulations of radia-
tion damage buildup in the crystals following the proce-
dure described in [11]. The MD simulations were per-
formed by using the classical MD code PARCAS [36].
The interactions between atoms of different type were
described by the interatomic potential by Zhou et al. [37]
and Lin et al. [38]. We simulated multiple subsequent
overlapping cascades at 300K in the structures of the
30 × 30 × 30 unit cells until a required irradiation dose,
or energy deposited per atom via atomic collisions, was
accumulated. Each consecutive cascade was initiated in
the same simulation cell by a 5 keV recoil randomly
selected amongst the atoms of the cell [11]. The energy
of 5 keV was chosen since at this energy the cascades
are clearly in the heat spike regime, while the number of
atoms needed to simulate it is small enough that cascade
simulations are efficient enough to reach the high doses
comparable to experiments. To obtain amore direct com-
parison with the experimental situation, a recoil energy
spectrum corresponding to the ion irradiation energy
of 1.5MeV could be used in the MD simulations; how-
ever, the computational cost would be very high. Since
the nuclear energy deposition depth profiles are not uni-
form, the same ion fluence, the number of ions arriving
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per surface area, will result in different irradiation doses
at different depths. To mimic an extended sample mea-
sured experimentally, wemerged theMDsimulation cells
in such an order that the doses to what the given cell was
irradiated corresponded to the energy deposited at the
respective depth.

We also note that frequently accumulated irradia-
tion dose is expressed in so-called displacements-per-
atom (dpa) units. For consistency, we transformed the
depth profiles of the deposited nuclear energies into
dpa (dashed line in Figure 1), according to the NRT
equation [39]. Although this equation does not give
an experimentally meaningful number of defects in

Figure 1. The nuclear energy deposition depth profile in Ni by
1.5MeV Ni+ ions with the fluence 2.0 × 1014 cm−2. The insets of
the damaged structures in Ni at different doses illustrate the MD
cells used to create a largeBCA-RBS cell (see text). The redandblue
balls in the insets are the atoms in hexagonal close-packed (HCP)
structures and body-centered cubic (BCC) structures, respectively.
The white balls in the insets denote the atoms in neither FCC nor
BCC and HCP structures.

metals, it is a convenient way of expressing the nuclear
deposited energy density [40]. In this calculation, 40 eV
was assumed as the threshold transferred energy which
was sufficient to create a stable defect. As shown in
Figure 1, the peak dose is about 0.25 dpa at a depth of ∼
370 nm, which was themaximal irradiation dose used for
all studied structures. This dose was accumulated after
about 800 consecutive cascades.

To illustrate the dose accumulation, exemplary snap-
shots of defect structures corresponding to different irra-
diation doses (∼ 0.15, 0.25, 0.05 and 0.01 dpa) in Ni are
shown in the insets of Figure 1 and the defect structures
at the final dose of 0.25 dpa in NiFe and NiCoCr are
shown in Figure 2. In the three different samples investi-
gated, we observe different evolution of defect structures
in ourMDsimulations [11,42,43]. At the beginning of the
irradiation, point defects and small clusters are created
and the amount of defects is linearly increasing [11,42].
The linear increase stops at about 0.01 dpa in the alloys
and about 0.02 dpa in Ni. Saturation of defect amount is
observed in the alloys at about 0.05 dpa, whereas in Ni,
saturation is reached at 0.15 dpa, i.e. a much higher dose
[11,42]. There is also a clear difference in the saturation
level for the point defect amount: the damage in NiFe
and NiCoCr saturates at lower level than in pure Ni [11].
In addition, we distinguish different defect and disloca-
tion structure [43]. In pure Ni a large amount of stacking
fault tetrahedra (SFT) are formed accompanied by large
Frank loops, as seen in Figure 3(a). In contrast to pure
Ni, the alloys show only small amounts of SFT and prac-
tically no Frank loops. Instead, the simulations in alloys
show large amounts of small Shockley partial dislocation

Figure 2. Final snapshots of the MD simulation cells of NiFe and NiCoCr after ∼ 800 overlapping cascades to accumulate the dose of
0.25 dpa. The atoms shown in the cells are only the defective atoms according to common neighbor analysis [41]. The color was assigned
by the structure type. The red balls denote atoms in BCC or HCP structures, while the blue color balls denote the atoms which are in
neither FCC nor BCC and HCP structures.
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Figure 3. The dislocation structure at the peak dose of 0.25 dpa in Ni (a), NiFe (b) and NiCoCr (c). The different colored lines correspond
to different Burgers vectors. The cyan line represents a Frank-, the purple line a Stair-rod-, the yellow a Hirth- and the green a Shockley-
dislocation. The blue volumes are defective areas according to the DXA analysis [41].

loops and Shockley partial dislocation networks (see
Figure 3(b, c)).

Previously, the study of irradiation-induced defects
in Ni by using high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) [44] also showed the co-existence
of SFT and interstitial dislocation loops. The compari-
son of the TEM images and our MD simulation results
showed that the number of large (> 10) defect clusters are
larger in Ni than that in the alloys [11]. The overall good
agreements in defect structures obtained in our simula-
tions and in experiments give us confidence that the cur-
rent set of MD simulations can describe the irradiation
damage reasonably well.

By merging MD cells, the simulation size of the
structure can be easily extended to the experimental
dimensions and in our case, the final cell, which we used
for the RBS/C spectra simulations, was 30 × 30 × 2400
unit cells, with the largest dimension aligned with the
depth of the structure. To distinguish between two sizes
of the cells in the remainder of this letter, we will refer to
the large cells as the BCA-RBS cells and the small ones,
where the cascades were actually performed, asMD cells.
The number of BCA-RBS cells for eachmaterial was three
matching the number of three parallel MD runs with dif-
ferent initial seed numbers. It is worth mentioning that
while merging the MD cells with damaged structures,
obtained with the periodic boundary conditions applied
in all directions, the periodic boundary conditions in
the depth direction of the MD cells could not be used
anymore. This may cause artificial interfacial structures
between two neighboring cells. However, the merging
can still be used to build the BCA-RBS cell, if the crys-
tallographic axes of two neighboring MD cells coincide,
since the RBS/C spectra is only affected by the defects
in the samples. Thus, we first find out the locations of
crystallographic axes in the MD cells by analyzing the
coordinates of the atoms in the cells, and then match the

crystallographic axes of two neighboring cells through
shifting the cells under the periodic boundary conditions.

After building the BCA-RBS cells, we applied the
RBSADEC code to simulate the RBS/C spectra from the
BCA-RBS cells. The parameters used in the RBS/C sim-
ulations are the same as the experiments performed in
[11]. The probe ions (α-particles) were incident along
to the 〈100〉 orientation of the crystal, the energy of
the probe ions are 3.5MeV and the backscattering angle
is 155◦. In the present RBS/C simulations, the incident
angle of probe ions was allowed to have an uncertainty
of 0.1◦ to emulate the various uncertainties in the exper-
iment, e.g. angular spread of probe ions, relaxation and
reconstruction of surface structures.

The number of point defects, vacancies and interstitials,
in the MD cells was analyzed by using a Wigner–Seitz
method [36]. Figure 4 shows the depth distribution of the
number of the defects in the BCA-RBS, by analyzing this
number in every corresponding constituentMD cell. The
shown defect numbers are the averages of the three par-
allel simulations of each material and the depth profile

Figure 4. Depth profiles of point defects in the BCA-RBS simu-
lation cells, which were obtained by merging corresponding MD
cells. The number of defects is extracted from the Wigner–Seitz
analysis in every MD cell, and averaged over three parallel
simulations.
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of the averaged defect number in the BCA-RBS cells of
Ni, NiFe and NiCoCr presented in the red circles, green
triangles and blue stars, respectively.

These defect number depth profiles obtained by MD
methods (Figure 4), unfortunately, are not comparable
directly to the experimental RBS/C results. TheMD sim-
ulations give exact amount of point defects, whereas the
experimental RBS/C spectra also depends on the type
of defects. For instance, we recently showed that the
RBS yield generated by extended defects is much larger
than that of single Frenkel pairs (interstitial and vacancy)
[26]. This is why it is very important to compare the
RBS/C spectra obtained in simulation and experiment,
to enable the link of the MD irradiation results to the
experimental ones.

In Figure 5 we show both the experimental and simu-
lated RBS/C spectra of the all three irradiated materials,
Ni, NiFe and NiCoCr. We use the markers to show the
experimental results from [11], and the lines to show
the present results of the simulated RBS/C spectra by
RBSADEC. The reference levels of pristine crystalline
(blue color, line and diamonds) and completely random
(red color, line and circles) structures are also shown.
Other colors, cyan (line and triangles), black (line and
stars) and green (line and squares), show the RBS/C spec-
tra of the samples, Ni, NiFe an NiCoCr, respectively,
irradiated with the same Ni+ ion fluence.

As seen in Figure 5, the simulated RBS/C spectra are
in a good agreement with the experimental ones, con-
sidering that no fitting was used for these results and
both are obtained fully independently.With increasing of
complexity of the system (from one- to three-component
alloys) the RBS/C signals obtained in simulation and
experiment from deeper layers of the samples behave
somewhat differently. There are several possible factors
that may influence this result. First of all, the statistical

Figure 5. Comparison of simulated RBS/C spectra shown in solid
lines and experimental results shown in markers. The simulated
spectra from the all studied materials are the averages over three
parallel simulations.

uncertaintymay not be captured by only three simulation
runs especially for complex alloys, secondly the size of the
MD simulation cell and the use of a single recoil energy
(5 keV) may have affected the diversity of defect types
which can form in themuch larger experimental samples.
Moreover, the simplified potential used in the current
study may not be sufficient to describe accurately the
defect formation energetics. Finally, it is of course pos-
sible that thermally enhanced defect migration (which
practically does not occur on MD time scales) could
change the defect types in the experiments. However, we
underline the very good agreement between the simu-
lated and the experimental spectra in the following two
important aspects: (I) the shapes of the simulated spec-
tra are very similar to those obtained experimentally; (II)
consistentlywith experiments, the simulated results show
that the RBS/C yield for the irradiated Ni is larger than
that for NiFe, which is, in its turn, is larger than in NiC-
oCr; (III) Even though thermally enhanced defect migra-
tion is likely to change the defect shapes in experiments,
the good agreement obtained here between simulations
(with no long-term migration of defects) and experi-
ments shows that possible defect migration does not lead
to massive recombination or reorganization of damage,
at least under the conditions of the current experiments.

Analyzing the data presented in Figure 4, we see that
the depth profiles of Wigner–Seitz defects in all three
irradiated structures are fairly similar, only a small reduc-
tion in this number is observed in the CSAs compared to
the pure Ni. The simulated RBS/C yields indicate that the
CSA samples are indeed clearly less damaged compared
to the pure metal (see Figure 5). It is also consistent with
the analysis of the size distribution of defect clusters in
the MD cells, given in [11], which showed that the frac-
tion of large defect clusters in Ni is clearly larger than that
in NiFe and NiCoCr. Thus, we conclude that the reason
for the highest RBS/C yields of irradiated Ni, observed
consistently in experiment and simulations, is that large
defect clusters agglomerated in Ni much faster than in
other studied materials.

The shapes of RBS/C spectra are mainly determined
by the depth profiles of the irradiation damage in the
materials. It was reported that, under a high irradiation
fluence, the damage depth in metal can reach far beyond
the range of incident ions [44] due to dislocation move-
ments [45]. In the current simulations, we did not take
into account these long-termmigration processes, which
may lead to changes in defect concentration and hence
affect RBS/C spectrum shapes. However, the good shape
agreement of the RBS/C spectra obtained in our sim-
ulations and experiments indicates that the long-term
migration processes are not significant in the condition
of the experiments reported in [11].
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It is important to note that the experimental time scale
of irradiation process is much longer than in MD simu-
lations. All our MD simulations of overlapping cascades
were performedwith the frequency of 1 cascade per 30 ps,
since our previous tests indicated that within 30 ps the
ballistic phase of the cascades was over and the temper-
ature was restored back to the room temperature due
to the heat conduction of materials. Such a short time
per one cascade in simulations (compared to microsec-
onds to seconds between the cascades in experiments)
is motivated by computational efficiency. However, dur-
ing the long time in experiments, the defects created
in the ballistic phase of the cascade have more possi-
bilities to recombine or anneal due to thermal action,
which may be reflected in the RBS/C spectra as well. The
good agreement between simulated and experimental
spectra suggests that the thermal annealing processes do
not develop strongly in the studied materials to play an
important role in the radiation damage buildup at room
temperature. Instead, the dominant process for damage
evolution is the athermal, irradiation-induced overlap
of cascades with pre-existing damage, which builds up
extended defects but also recombines previous damage
until a steady-state damage level is reached.

To summarize, in the Letter we present a parameter-
free method, which combines MD and BCA together, to
simulate the RBS/C spectra. The direct comparison of
the simulated and experimental RBS/C spectra provides
a new way to quantitatively analyze the atomic structure
of defects, complementing other microscopy techniques.
We obtained a good agreement between our simulated
RBS/C spectra and experiment presented in [11] for pure
Ni and two CSAs with two and three components, NiFe
andNiCoCr. The agreement allows to derive a conclusion
on the nature of the defects and the mechanisms of their
buildup by analyzing in detail the atomistic models used
for the simulated spectra. We concluded that athermal
defect creation and recombination in collision cascades
dominates the damage buildup. Ni is more susceptible
to the radiation damage compared to the alloys and this
behavior can be explained by the formation of large defect
clusters, which result in stronger RBS/C signals com-
pared to those produced by point defects. The thermal
diffusion processes, including thermally activated recom-
bination and annealing that may take place during the
long time between the cascades in the experiments, do
not affect the damage buildup in the studied materials as
strongly as the athermal cascade overlap.
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